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4) March 2010 LiDAR first returns elevation data, N ½
    Section 7, Little Rock Township in Kendall County.

1) 1842 Federal Township
    Plat denotes a low-lying
    water-filled depression,
    labeled as "swamp".
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2) June 1981 ground photo-
    graph of the Clarence
    Smith farm shows stand-
    ing water in the field.

3) April 2000 aerial photograph of the Clarence Smith
    family farm in Kendall County, Illinois.

Clarence Smith Farm Clarence Smith Farm

1999 field tile repairs

     The Clarence Smith farm, located in northwest
Kendall County, Illinois, contains a natural depress-
ion (~5 acres) that has historically been prone to
flooding. It is delineated as "swamp" on the the orig-
inal 1842 Kendall County survey (Figure 1), evidence
of the persistence of this depression. A photograph
of ground conditions in June, 1981 shows the typical
extent of standing water (Fig. 2). A historic installa-
tion of field tile was repaired and augmented with
additional field tile in 1999 along the northern boun-
dary of the field. An aerial photograph acquired in
April, 2000 clearly shows the extent of the natural
depression, as well as the trace of the 1999 field tile

repairs (Fig. 3), but does not provide any elevation
information of the depression or the surrounding
landscape. High-resolution LiDAR data acquired in
March, 2010 portrays the local surface topography
as well as the farmstead structures (Fig. 4). Using
LiDAR elevation data two-foot topographic contours
were created. These contours show the depression
situated at 704 feet and the highest area at 714 feet.
Note the trace of the repaired tile system along the
northern field boundary on this LiDAR image. Its
location on the landscape potentially indicates why
this field tile system has had only partial success;
elevation of the depression is lower than the old
field tiles.
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